
 

Last month, the European Brain Council (EBC) was able to provide feedback and input to the European 
Commission on the draft of the “First Horizon Europe Work Programme 2021-2022 of the Health Cluster”. An 
overarching first response to the draft Work Programme was composed, representing the views of the brain 
research community as a whole.  

The Horizon Europe Health cluster aims at improving the understanding of health and diseases, developing 
innovative methodological and technological solutions to better manage health and diseases and designing 
sustainable approaches for the digital transformation and delivery of integrated, person-centred and equitable 
health and care services.  

EBC generally welcomes the programme, which includes relevant areas that relate to neurological and mental 
diseases within several calls. However, though the document mentions “non-communicable diseases” and 
“mental health/illness”, there are very few references to neurological diseases and no further prioritization of 
brain disorders reflected within the calls, which we see as a worrying oversight.  

The numbers are clear; in 2010, it was estimated that brain disorders, neurological and mental alike, affected 
approximately 179 million European citizens and that the costs associated with these conditions were 
estimated at €800 billion annually1. In 2016, neurological disorders were the cause of 276 million DALYs & 9 
million deaths, with mental disorders adding approximately 8 million deaths annually 2 . Moreover, the 
consequences of brain-related conditions extend well beyond European healthcare systems and include loss 
of quality of life, implications for labour markets with prolonged impairment, great dependency and 
significantly reduced productivity.  

In this regard, EBC – together with all its member organisations and societies – stressed the importance and 
need for improved recognition of brain research and for its support within the scope of Horizon Europe. This 
is a key requisite for improving human health and decreasing the overall burden of disease on European 
citizens. 

The consultation within our wide network of brain researchers, scientists, patients and clinicians gathered 
feedback and suggestions for further improving the draft Work Programme, highlighting:  

1. The need to address the full spectrum of brain-related diseases 

Brain disorders – both neurological and mental alike— constitute a major factor, alongside cancers and 
cardiovascular diseases, driving the overall burden of diseases in Europe. The Health Cluster aims to solve the 
major health-related issues plaguing the European population, yet brain disorders remain low and 
insufficiently recognized throughout the draft document whilst the majority of brain conditions remain without 
efficient treatment and none with full cures. 

 
1 (Gustavsson A et al. Cost of disorders of the brain in Europe 2010) 
2 (GBD 2016 Neurology Collaborators, Estimating the true global burden of mental illness - Lancet Psychiatry 2016 
& Mortality in Mental Disorders and Global Disease Burden Implications) 



 

Although there are references to mental health/illness and disabilities in some parts of the text, only limited 
references to neurological disorders are made. The brain community feels strongly that the funding for brain 
research lacks in parity to responding to the burden of brain disorders and that neurological disorders, in 
particular, require increased prioritization in research funding. 

2. Importance of collaboration/coordination in the brain research space 

Europe-wide collaborations should be stimulated if needed and relevant, and calls for partnerships in the 
health research area are welcomed. To establish fruitful and effective collaboration, it is crucial to better 
understand the potential for collaboration and interaction, especially with civil society, policy, interest 
organisations and lay public for the advancement of health and neuroscience. With the project establishing 
a European Brain Research Area (EBRA), EBC and its member organisations and societies are working towards 
this important goal with the cluster calls. 

3. Increased focus on supporting basic research 

Although the brain community very much agrees on the importance of translational research, it is important 
to be careful not to focus all research priorities solely or exclusively on translation. To effectively perform 
translational research and because the brain is a very complex matter, the value of basic research needs to 
be stressed and investing resources into fundamental research continued. For many brain disorders, the field 
for translation is not yet ready. The transition to clinical research is often too rapid, which might lead to 
failure. Therefore, we emphasise the value of hypothesis driven research and related pre-clinical research, 
definitely with regard to innovation, and we stress the importance of understanding the biological basis of 
brain diseases. 

4. Addressing the scope of the various topics 

Work programmes have always included topics that are very broad by nature, meaning they are inclusive— 
which we consider to be positive – but also open up for a larger number of submissions. As a consequence, 
there is likely to be an increased number of rejections and the need for reviewers will continue to grow. We 
recommend that the scope of the various topics is reviewed and further adjusted and narrowed where 
needed. 

Alongside these overarching points, the EBC response also included more detailed feedback on specific parts 
of the draft. We continue to monitor the preparations for Horizon Europe over the coming months and will 
also continue to take all feedback from the EBC community into account.   

  


